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This paper derives new discrete generalizations of the Gronwall-Bellman integral 
inequality. These generalizations should have wide application in the study of finite 
difference equations and numerical analysis. The main result (Theorem 3) concerns 
a very general form of linear Bellman-type discrete inequalities in one independent 
variable. It is a discrete analogue of an integral inequality obtained by the present 
author in [J. Marh. Anal. Appl. 103 (1984), 184197, Theorem41 and it extends 
many discrete inequalities of Agarwal and Thandapani, Pachpatte, and Sugiyama. 
Two nonlinear extensions of Theorem 3 are also established here. v  1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
A very useful technique in the study of many problems concerning the 
behavior of solutions of discrete time system is to use recurrent inequalities 
involving sequences of real numbers, which may be considered as a discrete 
analogue of the Gronwall-Bellman integral inequality [2] or its 
generalizations. During the last few years the area of applications of 
discrete inequalities has greatly expanded, and now encompasses not only 
many problems in the theory of finite difference equations and numerical 
analysis but also some questions of physics, technology, economics, and 
biological sciences. The discovery of new discrete inequalities and their 
new applications has attracted much interest from many authors (see, for 
example, [ 1, 3 - 19, 21, 221). 
We recall here a few notations and definitions which are commonly used 
in the literature. Let N be the infinite countable set consisting of the 
numbers n,, n, + 1, . . . . n, + k, . . . . where n, > 0 is a given integer. Define by A 
the difference operator such that Ay(n) = ~(n + 1) -y(n), and for any real- 
valued function f(n) on N we define 
n- I k-l n-l k-l 
1 f(4=p~o.T(~o+~h l--j f(s)= n ~(Q+P), n=no+k. 
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For convenience we take an empty sum to be zero and an empty product 
to be one. 
1. BASIC CASE 
THEOREM 1. Let x(n), p(n) be real-valued nonnegative functions defined 
on N with p nondecreasing on N, and for j= 1,2, . . . . m let fj(n, s) be real- 
valued nonnegative functions defined on N x N, which are nondecreasing in n 
for every s E N fixed. Suppose that the discrete inequality 
holds for all n E N. Then we have 
x(n) GP(n) W,(n), nEN, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where W,,,(n) = V,(n, n), and V,(r, q) is defined by 
Y--l 
V,(r, q)= n 
i 
1 + fJ fJ(r, $1 
I 
, 
s = ng i=l 
Y-1 4-l (1.3) 
h(r,q)= JJ g,- k+l(r,S)+ 1 fm-k+l(r,s) vk--l(r,s) 
s = ng s = ng 
x n gm.--k+l(r,th k = 2, 3, . . . . m, 
r=s+l 
where 
dry 4) = 
h-l 
1 + 1 J;(r, 4)-fh(r, 4), 
j= I 
tf this expression >, 0 on N x N, 
h-l 
1 + C .fji(r, 9h 
/=I 
(1.4) 
otherwise for h = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. 
Proof. For every c E N fixed and any real-valued nonnegative function 
v(n) on N, we define 
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sh+L=m Sh+2=no 
s,-]-l 
x 1 fm(c, s,) u(s,), h = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1 
SW = “0 (1.5) 
Zm(c, n; u) =fm(c, n) o(n). 
We observe from (1.5) that 
zk-ICC, n; u)=fk-ICC, n) 1 Ik(c, sk; 0)~ 
Sk = no 
k = 2, 3, . . . . m 
and all Zj(c, n; u) are nondecreasing in u (that is, if 0 < x(n) <<y(n) for n EN, 
thenZj(c,n;x)6Zj(c,n;y)fornEN,j=1,2 ,..., m). 
Clearly, the estimate for x(n) in (1.2) holds when n = n,, since it reduces 
to the known relation x(nO)<.<p(n,,) of (1.1). Now, fixing an arbitrary 
integer n, (> no) from N, then we get from (1.1) 
n-1 
x(n)Gp(n1)+ c Z,(n,,s1;x), for nE {n,;n,}, (1.6) 
3, =no 
where {n,; n, } denotes the finite set consisting of the integers no, 
no + 1, . ..) n,. To derive the upper bound on x(n) from (1.6), we define 
n-1 
K,(n)=Ph)+ 1 z,(n,>Jl;x)Y 
s, = no 
n-1 
Kk(n)=Kk-,b)+ 1 zk(nlvsk;KkLl), 
Sk = “0 
for k = 2, 3, . . . . m,andnE{no;n,}. 
Obviously, here we have 
(1.7) 
We notice that the following discrete inequalities for K,(n) can be 
established by induction: 
h-l 
G 1 fi(n,,n)K,(n)+f,(n,,n)K,+,(n), 
j=l 
for h = 1, 2, . . . . m-l;ne{no;nI-l}. (1.9) 
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In fact, noting that the lj(n,, n; u) are nondecreasing in u, we can use (1.8) 
to derive from the first equality of (1.7) that 
AK,(n)=Z,(n,, n;x)<Z,(n,,n;K,), nE {n,;n,}. 
Addiwh(n,, n) K,(n) to both sides of the above inequality, we obtain 
AK,(n) +fi(n,> n) K,(n) 6fib,> n) K,(n) + Z,(n,, n; K,) 
i 
n-1 
=fi(n,> n) K,(n)+ 1 IAn,, $2; K,) 
.q = ng I 
= .fi(n,, n) K,(n)> for n~(n,;n,--1). 
The last inequality establishes the validity of (1.9) for h = 1. We now 




G C f,(nl,n)Ki(n)+fi(nl,n)K;+l(n) 
j= I 
+ It+l(nl,n;Ki), for HE {n,;n, - l}. 
Adding fi, ,(n,, n) K,+,(n) to both sides of the last inequality and using 
(1.8) and the monotonicity of 1,(n,, n: u) in u, we get 








In view of (1.7), the proof of (1.9) is complete. 
Next, we shall derive the upper bound on x(n) from the relations (1.7), 
(1.8), and (1.9). We observe from the last equality in (1.7) that 
AKn(~)=AK,- ,(n)+Z,(n,,n;K,- 11 
m-2 
d c f;bl? n)L-,(n)+fm- ,(nl,n)K,(n)+f,(n,,n)K,~,(n) 
,= 1 
G ff;h n) K,(n), for no {n,;n, - 1) 
j=l 
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by (1.8) and the definition of Z,(n,, n; II). Substituting n = n,, 
no + 1, . ..) n, - 1 in the last inequality, then we have 
n-l 
KH(~)6Kn(~o) n l+ 2 Ji(n,,s) S=“g i j=l I 
-P(n,) V,(n,, n), nE {no; n, - 11, 
where V,(n,, n) is given by (1.3). Now substituting this bound for K,(n) in 
that inequality of (1.9) with h =m- 1, we get 
dK,-,(n)+f,-,(n,,n)K,-,(n) 
m-2 
G c fib n) Kr-,(~)+fm-,(~,, n)P(nl) V,h, n), 
j=l 
i.e., 
K,-,(n+1)6g,-,(n,,n)K,-,(n)+f*-,(n,,n)p(n,) V,(n,,n), (1.10) 
for nE{n,;n,-l}, where gm-r(nl,n) is given by (1.4) with h=m- 1. 
Substituting in (1.10) the numbers n =n,, no+ 1, . . . . n, - 1 or, more 
precisely, by using an easy inductive argument, we obtain that 
K?-,(n)Q(n,) V,(n,, n), nE {no+ h}, (1.11) 
where V,(n,, n) is given by (1.3). Using this bound for K,,_,(n) in the 
inequality of (1.9) with h = m - 2, we get 
KT-An+ l)b&-,h> n)K7-*(n)+f*-,(n,, n)p(n1) Vz(n,, n), (1.12) 
for nE (n,;n,- 1 }, where gme2(nl, n) is given by (1.4). By repeating the 
same argument as used above from ( 1.10) to ( 1.11) we have 
Kn-*(n)~P(n,) V,(n,, n), nE {no+ l,n,}. (1.13) 
Continuing in this way, after m - 1 applications of the same argument, we 
derive 
K,(n) Gp(n,) Vrn(n,, L nE {no+ l;n,), (1.14) 
where V,(n, , n) is defined by (1.4). NOW take n = n, in (1.14). The proof of 
Theorem 1 is complete. 
We note that if all hypotheses of the last theorem are satisfied except the 
monotonicity of p(n), then we may replace p(n) by the monotonic function 
P(n) = max{ p(no), p(n, + 1 ), . . . . p(n)), and then apply Theorem 1. 
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Remark 1. Theorem 1 above extends a known discrete inequality due 
to Sugiyama [2]. A similar result for (1.1) (when m = 3 and all functions 
fi(n, s) are independent of n) can be found in Pachpatte [ 12, Theorem 61. 
We remark that the additional assumptions 1 -f,(n) >,O and 
1 +fi(n) --f*(n) > 0 for n E N were also required in [ 121. 
2. MORE GENERAL CASE 
In the next result we define 
n-l 
Jim(n; u)= 1 .f11(~3 $1) 
s, =no 
5, - 1 Sm-,-l 
' 1 fiZ(s19s2)." 1 .f~rn(~m-l~~rn)~(~~)~ 
s2 = ng s, = no 
THEOREM 2. Let x(n), p(n) be the same as in Theorem 1 and let fik(n, s) 
be real-valued nonnegative functions on N x N, nondecreasing in n for every 
fixed SE N (here i = 1, 2, . . . . r, k = 1, 2, . . . . m). Suppose that the discrete 
inequality 
x(n) <p(n) + 1 Jim@; xl 
r=l 
(2.1) 
holds for all n E N. Then we have 
x(n) <p(n) fi U”‘(n), n E N, (2.2) 
i=l 
where U”‘(n) = Gz)(n, n), and here Gi)(r, n) are given (in the increasing 
order of the index i) by 
G(li)(r, n) = ‘fi’ (I + f fik(r, s)}, 
I = “0 k=l (2.3) 
\ I 
n-1 n-1 
GY(r~n)= n di,m-j+l(r,S)+ 1 Fj,mP,+l(r,~) 
n-l 
X Gji’,(r, s) n ei,m-j+l(r, t), 
r=s+1 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . r, j = 2, 3, . . . . m, where 
+ih(r, n) - Fih(r, n), if this expression 20 on N x N, 
otherwise, (2.4) 
h-l 
$ih(r, n) = 1 + J( F&r, n), 
j= 1 
h = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1, (2.5) 
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and 
1-l 
Fil(nv S)=fil(n, $1 n U’Y’(n), qn, s) =fijh J), 
y=l 
for i=l,2 ,..., r,j=2, 3 ,..., m. (2.6) 
Proof Rewrite the inequality (2.1) as 
x(n) B A l(H) + J,,(n; xl, n E N, 
A,(n)=p(n)+ i J,(n;x). 
i=2 
(2.7) 
Obviously A,(n) is nonnegative and nondecreasing on N, so by Theorem 1 
we obtain from (2.7) that 
x(n) <A,(n) U(‘)(n), n E N, (2.8) 
where U(‘)(n) = Gt)(n, n) and Gcj(r, n) is given by (2.3k(2.6) with i= 1. 
The last inequality can be rewritten as 
x(n) d A,(n) + JTmh xl, neN 





where &!,(n; x) is obtained from J,,(n; x) by changing the f21(n, s) to the 
function Uc”(n)fil(n, s). Now, an application of Theorem 1 to (2.9) yields 
x(n) e fi U’qn) p(n)+ i J,(n; x) 
{ 1 
, n E N, (2.10) 
y=l r=3 
where U”‘(n) = G!,f)(n, n) and G!,f)(r, n) is given by (2.3t(2.6) with i= 2. If 
r > 4, we rewrite (2.10) as 
Here 
x(n) d A,(n) + Gh; xl, n E N. 
A,(n)= fi Uc4’(n) p(n)+ i J,(n; x) , 
C/=1 i i=4 1 
where &(n; x) is obtained from J,,(n; x) by replacing f31(n, s) by the 
function f31(n, S) J$=, UcY)(n). Applying Theorem 1 once again to the last 
inequality we get 
x(n) < fi W’(n). p(n) + i J,(n; x) 
y=l i 1 
, n E N. 
i=4 
Proceeding in this way, we then obtain the desired bound on x(n) in (2.2). 
Q.E.D. 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
In what follows we shall define 
Jy’(n; v) = 1 f{{‘(n, sl) 
.SI = ng 
s, -~ I 
x 1 f$‘(s,,s2)... 
+-I 
1 f I;“tsl - 1 2 sj) u(sj). 
32 = ng 5, = ?I” 
The next result deals with a very general form of linear discrete 
inequalities of the Gronwall type in one independent variable. This is an 
analogue of an integral inequality established by the present author in [20, 
Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 3. Let x(n), p(n) be the same as in Theorem 1; let f$)(n, s) be 
real-valued nonnegative functions defined on N x N, and which are non- 
decreasing in n for every s E N fixed. Suppose that the discrete inequality 
x(n) <p(n) + 5 % @)(n; x), for neN (3.1) 
j=l r=l 
holds, where rj are known positive integers. Then we have 
x(n) <p(n) i ( ,f $Yn)), ne N, (3.2) 
j=l i=l 
where B)‘)(n) = HJ!)(n, n) and where H&(r, n) are defined inductively on the 
index j by 
H’,:!(r, n) = ‘fi’ { 1 + i F#r, s)}, 
s=ng k=l 
n-1 n-1 
H&j(r,n)= fl a:iik+,(r,s)+ C F$‘,+,(r,s) 
s = II” s = ng 
n- I 
(3.3) 
for j = 1, 2, . . . . q; i = 1, 2, . . . . rI ; k = 2, 3, . . . . j, where 
aV)(r, n) = 
cy)(r, n) - F# r n) > 2 zf this expression > 0 on N x N, 
c$)(r, n), otherwise, 
(3.4) 
c$Q(r, n) = 1 + C F$)(r, n), h= 1, 2, . . . . j- 1, (3.5) 
k=l 
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and 
qQ(n, s) =ff)( 
(3.6) 
F$)(n, s) =f$)(n, s), k = 2, 3, . . . . j. 
Proof: The proof can be obtained by using Theorem 2 and an inductive 
argument. To abridge the argument we point out merely a few steps here. 
Rewrite (3.1) as 
x(n) < E,(n) + fiJ Jf’)(n; x), n E N, (3.1’) 
i=l 
where 
E,(n) =p(n) + f jJ Ji”(n; x). 
,=2,=1 
An application of Theorem 2 to (3.1’) yields 
x(n) d E,(n) fi Bf)(n), n E N, (3.2’) 
i= 1 
where B!‘)(n) are given by (3.3)-(3.5) with j= 1. Rewrite the last inequality 
as 
x(n) < E,(n) + $, (kcl Bl*i(n)) JI’)(n; xl, n E N 
E2(n) = {p(n) + f % Ji”(n; x)] fi IIlk)( 
,=3i=I k=l 
Now a suitable application of Theorem 2 to the above inequality gives 
x(n) < E,(n) fi Br)(n) 
k=l 
$ (Jr! BJk’(n))i 
p(n) + t 2 Jj’)(n; x)}, n E N. 
iz3,=, 
Continuing in this way we then obtain the desired bound for x(n) in (3.2). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. Many particular cases of (3.1) when rj = 1 hold for 
j= 1, 2, . ..) q have been studied by Pachpatte [ 11, Theorems l-31 and 
Agarwal and Thandapani [l, Theorems l-33. However, our consequences 
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for these special cases are not comparable with those known results. 
Further, the special case of (3.1) when rj = 1, j = 1, 2, has been discussed by 
the present author [ 19, Theorem 21 under the additional condition such 
that p(n) > 0 for all n B n,. 
4. Two NONLINEAR GENERALIZATIONS 
We now establish two nonlinear extensions of Theorem 3 which are 
useful for some situations. 
THEOREM 4. Let all hypotheses of Theorem 3 he satisfied and let 
H: [0, co) + [0, co) be strictly increasing and subadditive, with H(0) = 0. 
Suppose that the nonlinear discrete inequality 
x(n)bp(n)+ HP’{ i 2 JjJ’(n; H(x)) , neN (4.1) 
,=l !=I 
holds, where HP ’ denotes the inverse of H. Then we also have the inequality 
x(n)< HP1 { H(p(n)),ol ( fi $Yn))}, .for HENI EN (4.2) 
r=l 
where B,!“(n) are the same as defined in Theorem 3, and N, is chosen so that 
H(p(n)) fi (fi BJ’)(n))EDom(H-‘) when ngN,. 
j= I i=l 
Proof We may easily derive from (4.1) that 
y(n)GH p(n)+Hpl {$, !, JP(n; y)}) 
( - 
<H(p(n))+ t f Jj”(n;y), n E N, (4.3) 
j=l i=l 
herein y(n) E H(x(n)), since H is nondecreasing and subadditive. An 
application of Theorem 3 to (4.3) yields 
fW(n)) d Wp(n)) fi (fi Bj’)(n)), n E N (4.4) 
/=I I=1 
where B:‘)(n) are the same as in Theorem 3. Now, the desired inequality 
(4.2) follows from (4.4) immediately, since H-l is nondecreasing. The 
choice of N, is obvious. 
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THEOREM 5. Let ail hypotheses of Theorem 4 be satisfied. Suppose 
further that H is also submultiplicative. If the inequality 
x(n) <p(n) +g(n) HP1 i % JI” (n; H(x)) > neN (4.5) 
/=I i=l 
holds, where g(n) is a real-valued nonnegative function on N, then for 
nEN2EN we have 
x(n) 6 H-’ {H(p(n)l fi (h &j’(n))), (4.6) 
j=l i= I 
where &j)(n) are obtainedfrom Bjj)(n) by replacing the functions f #n, s) by 
H( g(n)) f i()(n, s), respectively, and N, is chosen so that 
H(p(n)) fi (fi BjiJ(n))EDom(He’) forallnEN2. 
j=l i= 1 
Proof We observe from (4.5) that 
H(x(n)) 6 H(p(n)) + IQ(n)) f f Ji”h H(x)), neN 
/=1 i=l 
since H is nondecreasing, subadditive, and submultiplicative. The last 
inequality can be rewritten as 
y(n) < H(p(n)) + i 2 $j)(n; y(n)), nEN, (4.7) 
j=l i=l 
where y(n) z H(x(n)), and Ti”(n; y) are obtained from Jjj)(n; y) by chang- 
ing the functions f i{)(n, s) to H(g(n))f j()(n; s), respectively. Now, an 
application of Theorem 3 to (4.7) yields 
H(x(n)) < H(p(n)) fi (fi Bji)cn)), n E N, (4.8) 
j= 1 i=l 
where Bji)(n) are as defined in (4.6). Thus, the bound on x(n) in (4.6) 
follows from (4.8) immediately, since H-’ is nondecreasing. The choice of 
N2 is obvious. 
We note that if we set H(z) - z in Theorems 4 and 5 we obtain 
Theorem 3. To conclude this paper we notice that we can apply Theorem 3 
to extend some results of [19] to contain finite difference equations that 
involve multiple summations. 
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